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FOUNDATIONS OF STATISTICAL CRACKMECHANICS

John K. Dienes
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory

Loo Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

The principle of superposition of elastic and plastic strain

rates in regions of plastic flow was hypothesized by Reuss [1] in

ortier to provide a smooth transition of the stresses between regions

of elastic and elastic-plastic deformation. In this paper a generali-

zatim of this hypothesis is derived which allows for the formulation

of mre complex constitutive laws that can account for simultaneous

plastic flew, fracture, fragmentation, and changes in porosity, Such

processes can occur during impact, ●xpioeions and earthquakes. The

possibility of analyzing such processes by finite element methods has

been made possible by the advent of large scale computers, but most

practioners agree that more general constitutive laws are required co

account adequately for the complex flow

cular, many fracture processes in britt:

penal on the strain rate and size of the

fects ● re accounted for in the current I

tion of special hypotheses. The method

process-s involved. In parti-

e materials ● re thought to de-

samples involved, These ef-

pproach without the introduc-

●lso accounts for many aspects

of finite deformation, ●nd has been used in problems involving very

large distortions. The results given here are essentially the same as

obtained by Diene. ●nd Pfargolin [2], but in chat earlier derivation it

waa necessary to make ●d hoc i~ypotheses which are not necessary in the

current approach.

Consider two ●djacent points P2 ●nd PI in a cumplex Mterial, il-

lustrated in the Figure, which ●re separated by ● variety of crystals

●nd flaw.. The difference in velocity of these points can be written

(1)

with the first tom en the righ: denoting the continuum contribution,

the second denotins ~he effect of cracks, ●nd the third denoting the

the influence of dislocation motion. The first term can be treated
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using the methods of continuum mechanics, but the second term needs to

be transformed to make it computationally useful. The treatment of

the third term belongs to the theory of dislocations and plasticity,

and has been discussed elsewhere [3,4].

The sum over discrete flaws in the second term needg to be re-

placed by a stan (in the limit, an integral) over ● statistical crack

distribution, so that

.
where N denotes the number of crackc per unit arc length with orienta-

tion fi and size c, Aa denotes the element of arc in referunce coordi-

nates, Ac the ranse of crack sizes ●nd Afi the range of crnck crient~-
.

tions for the selected subdivision of N, ●nd 6u, ●nd 6v, denote the
? L

discontinuity in velocity ●nd displacement acroaa ● crack ~,t size c

and orientrntion fl, Now, ‘L is otra~ghtforward to show, as indicated

by Dienes [5], that

w}ere ● is the cross section of the crack, 0 is the ●ngla of its nor-
.

mal with the referenc~~ direction for N, ●nd N ia the number of cracks

with orientation ~ exceeding c in size. The negativ~ siRn appears be-

cause N decreaeea with increasing c, The element of solid snsle ia

written



for compactness, with 0 and $ the usual polar angles. The subscripts

c and Q on N denote differentiation. The only really useful choice

for As is to take it as one of the reference directions AXk in the re-

ference coordinates of the undisturbed continuum [6]. Then, by divid-

ing by Axj, taking the limit and using the standard notation F = VR

fer polar decomposition

x = F-!
k,j kj

* R V-! .
sk s] (5)

The ,Srack nomals in clrrent and reference coordinates are related by

%ic “ ‘s ‘ i “ Cose (6)

where the Sara denote the normal in reference (materiai) coordinates.

From this we can obtain the expression

Ud . -v-l
~ AcA~s[a6~iNcfi+ (;NCQ+ aficfi)6v. ]

i,j S.j L
(7)

for the stretching due to crack opening, shear, and growth. Note ~hat

the crack distribution is considered given in reference coordinates,

in which it remains constant . The change in displacement across a

penny-~haped crack of tadius c can be represented as the sum

(8)

of an opening displacement parallel to the crack norm~l 6V
o
i, given by

S&ck [7], ●nd ● shearing displacement parallel to the crack plane,

given by Segetiin [8], 6v~. The former is given by

6v~ = y“onnif

where on is the normal component of traction, and

(9)

i
f - (1 - r2/c2) (10)



gives the variation of displacement with distance r from the crack

center. The average value of f is 2/3. Thus it is convenient to

def~ne a new constant

making the assumption

displacement is given

0° by

= B“c3 . (11)

that cracks are circular. The average shear

by

6VS = ys(T\ - ~i) (12)
L

where T: denotes the tangential component of traction acting in the

far field on a plane parallel to the crack,

T: _ (6{0 - ninj)~e (13)
L lJ jk~

ani Ti denotes the interracial traction. Analogously, it is conven-

ient to define a shear constant 0s by

16 1 - v C3 ● 2BSC3
y=”~zr

(14)

Now, the velocity gradient can be expressed a: the sum of a sjmmetric

part, the stretching d. . , and an antisymmetric part, the vorticity
lJ

w so that
ij’

u. -d,, +W,.. (15)
I,j : J lJ

Then the averag~ contribution to the velocity gradient due to crack

opening is

do, - ‘BOV;;(;ktHn + Ok~co)aijk~ (16)
lJ

where tt.e streds rate ;
kt

is given by Dienes [6],

Ho = } N: flc3AcAf7 ,

co - } (fi~fiC 3 + 2N”nc 2; )ACAfi

and

(17)

(18)



(19)

However, to get t!ie stretching due to crack shearing requires that the

symmetric part of the velocity Aradient be computed, yielding the

result

d?. =
lJ

-6gV&Hs + oklGs)bijkt

where

Gs = ) (ti:*cs + 2N:*c?)AcAn ,

and

b =6.rl
ijkf “%+ 6jini’’k-2ninj\n2 “lf J

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

These equations can be put in the form

A;+BoMC (24)

where A, B, and C are matrices involving stress and strain rate, This

can be solved for ; numerically in the course uf finite element calcu-

lations. The computation of the statistical distribution function

N(c,fi) of crack sizes by me’+ns OL a Liouville equation is discussed by

Dienes [9]. The result of such a c~aputation for anisotropic rock has

been illustrated in an example involving explosions in oil shale [10].
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